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e n e r G y  &  e n v I r o n m e n t

d I s a s t e r  r I s k  r e d u c t I o n

Women and Land Right Report

Smart Cities Social Governance Index

Sustainable Community 
Indicator

Smart Court Report

Inclusion of SOGIE at WorkplaceChina Sustainable City Index Report 
and Case Study

Legal Gender Recognition for 
Transgender People

Big Data on E-commerce Study with Ali-
baba Group and Huasheng Foundation, 

Research Report

Social Mobilization and Service 
in Disaster Relief

Standards and Regulations of Disaster Emer-
gency Relif Material Allocation in Communities

Documentation of 2015 Nepal Earthqu-
ake Response

Research Report on the Development, Testing, 
Demonstration and Training of Better-built Pro-
cedures and Retrofit Techniques for Non-engi-
neered Housing in Urban and Rural Areas of 

the Himalayan Belt

Community Risk Mapping and 
Assessment Guideline

Hydrogen Economy and Two Other Project 
Related Op-Ed’s

Partner with: China Law Society

The gist: this publication offers insight into ongoing efforts 
              to protect women’s land rights in China by
              analysing existing laws and local gender norms
              and accordingly proposing legislative and policy
              recommendations 

Partner with: Guiyang Government, Cloud Wing Company

The gist:  introduces the new development concept of smart
                cities that has significantly changed the way
                urban societies are governed in China 

Partner with: Supreme People’s Court
The gist:  examines how technology will transform future
               generations in China, focusing in particular
               on the function of e-courts 

Partner with: Chinese University of Hong Kong

The gist:  discusses how the inclusion of LGBTI people in
               workplaces is pivotal to breaking with 
               discrimination and unfair treatment of sexual and
               gender minorities in China

Partner with: Xinhua News Agency
The gist:  introduces the new smart cities development 
               concept that has significantly changed the
               way urban societies are governed in China

Partner with: China Real Estimate Chamber of Commerce

The gist: identifies various indicators that measure progress
               towards sustainability objectives in China Partner with: China Women’s University

The gist: cites positive legal notions that have been
                considered such as protection against discrimination,
              social protection programmes, and constitutional
              protections of human right

Partner with: IPRCC, LGOP

The gist: suggests that Big Data can serve as an innovative tool
              to measure poverty from various angles, find the exact
              root causes of poverty

The gist: summarises UNDP’s response to the Nepal 
              Earthquake in 2015

The gist: outlines disaster reduction and relief mechanisms
             geared towards situation at central and
             local levels

The gist: highlights actions taken by the UNDP to
              provide disaster relief in the aftermath of 2015
              Nepal Earthquake

The gist: outlines a disaster reduction and relief
              mechanism geared towards regions in the
              Himalayan Belt

The gist: sets the parameters for risk mapping in the face of
               disaster

The gist: describes a new project aimed at shaping the
               future of renewable energy development
               in China

Flagship Publications

Philanthropy for SDGs in China

Partner with: China Foundations Center

The gist: highlights the importance of philathropy for
              eradicating poverty and reducing inequality
              in China

Finance for Poverty Alleviation/Human 
Development in China

Partner with: National Institution for Finance &
                     Development (NIFD)
The gist: examines the contribution of finance to
              human development in China 

Connecting the World for Shared De-
velopment-the Belt and Road Initiative 

Report

Partner with: DRC

The gist: describes how the Belt and Road Initiative, as
               potentially the world’s largest economic
               corridor, will serve as an innovative contribution
               to global governance 

Communicating Development to 
Domestic Audiences

Partner with: National Institution
The gist: examines communication approaches of
              China and other development cooperation
              providers

Research on China-Africa 
Production Capacity Cooperation: 

Country Case Analysis

Partner with: CAITEC

The gist: provides recommendations for China as how to
              best promote Sustainable Development and
              Poverty Reduction in Africa

Big Data for Poverty Alleviation at In-
dividual Level with IPRCC and LGOP to 
Pave the Way for Poverty Alleviation 

Strategy after 2020

Partner with: IPRCC, LGOP
The gist: Big Data can serve as an innovative tool to
               measure poverty from various angles, find the
               exact root causes of poverty, and provide fitting
               recommendations for China’s“targeted poverty”
               strategy

2016 Report on the Sustainable Deve-
lopment of Chinese Enterprises Over-

seas

Partner with: CAITEC, SASAC
The gist: outlines how the UNDP promotes sustainable
              development of Chinese companies overseas

UNDP China Publications and Research 2017

G-SDGS: SDGs Monitoring 
and Evaluation Framework

Partner with: CASS/SIIS/Li Xiaoyun (TBD), MOFA, UNCT 
The gist: UNDP, on behalf of UNCT, is taking a lead in the
              dicussions with MOFA on how the UN system can
              better support SDGs’ monitoring and reporting

Study on SOGIE in the Chinese 
Mainstream Media

Partner with: Sun Yat Sen University

The gist: outlines how UNDP uses a plethora of media forms
              to create a society that embraces sexual and
              gender minorities



China Smart and Green Transportation 
Development Report

China Green Buildings Development Report-
-Better Building for Better Life

SDG 17 Mapping

Sichuan City Sustainable 
Development Report 2017

Report on Climate Public 
Expenditure Institutional Review 

in Hebei Province

Chapter input to book Compilation on Inclusive 
Growth for BRICS

Demand-Driven Data II Report on How and 
Why Countries Reported Chinese Develop-
ment Cooperation Data in the 2nd GPEDC 
Monitoring Round, Challenges and Oppor-

tunities

Partner with: CASS & Ministry of Transportation
The gist: traces the progress of ecological civilisation in China through the 
              transformation and construction of sustainable and livable cities

Partner with: CASS
The gist: examines the current state of green buildings in China, analyse 
              existing policy measures and technical standards, and review
              cases of different green building models in China to identity the best
              practices

Partner with: UNDP HQ and RBAP
The gist: examines Chinese development cooperation data submitted by 12
              countries under the Global Partnership for Effective Development
                 Cooperation, the why and how, discrepancies and recommendations

Partner with: CAITEC
The gist: seeks to provide a baseline mapping tool for partnership targets on China’s
              development cooperation

Partner with: Sichuan Provincial Academy of Social Science
The gist: describes how the ecological civilisation of Sichuan is being
              improved by exploring a natural resource property rights
              system 

Partner with: Chinese Academy of Fiscal Science
The gist: aims to systematically estimate the overall size and pattern of the
              Chinese government’s public climate expenditure in Hebei

Partner with: Beijing Normal Univeristy
The gist: aims to bring together top experts from BRICS countries, 
              international scholars, and development practitioners to discuss
              and exchange ideas on how to end poverty and ensure inclusive
              growth within and between nations

GG-G20

Network of Southern Think Tanks (NeST) 
Case Studies (1 Case Study)

Case Study on Chinese Agricultural Aid 
in Africa

2017/18 National Human Development Report 
(With Integrated Concepts and Updated Adjusted 

HDIs)

GG-BRI: Research on China-Pakistan Economic 
Corridor

Partner with: MOFCOM, DFA, FECC
The gist: provides an assessment of the results of Chinese foreign aid projects in
              Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau  in the sector of rural agricultural 
              development

The gist: intends to expand the human development paradigm to newer areas
              that were not previously covered by NHDRs

Partner with: Pakistan CO
The gist: offers insight into a joint project that is part of China’s Belt and Road
              Initiative - the China-Pakistan Econominc Corridor (CPEC)

Partner with: SIIS 
The gist: highlights inclusive business’ important role in contributing to the 2030
              Agenda by reducing poverty, shrinking inequality, and contributing to
              sustainable economic growth

Partner with: NeST
The gist: focuses on Africa, China, and Brazil and provides evidence from field-based
              empirical studies on SSC providers using the NeSt Conceptual Framework on
              South-South Cooperation

UNDP China Publications and Research 2017

s o u t h - s o u t h  &  G l o b a l  d e v e l o P m e n t 
c o o P e r a t I o n

China’s South-South Cooperation with Pacific Is-
land Countries in the Context of the 2030 Agen-

da for Sustainable Development

Partner with: UNDP
The gist: takes a look at opportunities for China and other partners to work
              together and increase their contribution to the SDG 
              implementation


